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Convert pdf to word arabic text online

i2OCR is a free online optical character recognition (OCR) that extracts Arabic text from images and scanned documents so that it can be edited, formatted, indexed, searched or translated. 100 Languages RecognitionMulty Column Analysis documents100% FREE, Unlimited downloads, No Registration



Read More... OCR means optical character recognition, which is a text recognition technology in images of scanned documents and photos. With OCR, you can convert the colored text into images into an editable, customizable, indexed, and structured document. OCR applications include entering data
for business documents such as invoices, bank statements, bills, business cards, receipts, mail, passports and ID cards, automatic number plate recognition, converting scanned books into search documents, speech text for blind and visually impaired users, and more. Select the image sketch then press
the red button, to extract text using i2OCR More free online tools 100 languages recognition multiple image formats Free website 3000 Characters - Smiley Memes - Cool Text Free website Multiple image formats Multi Wallpaper Dimensions Free Website Read Web page The Page Friendly Free
Website Extract Important Pages Multi Split Modes FREE Website Organize PDF Files Multi Simplicity in use free website Rich Latex Mathematics Editor Multi-Image Formats Free Website 60 Supported languages Smooth Keyboard Free Website Tipet Generator Smooth Editor Free Website Arab
Transcription Smart Smooth Editor Free Website Write Phonetics Fast Smart Smooth Editor Free Website, Pdf, Excel and Txt (text) output formats If you need to recognize more pages, please sign up Download files to recognize or drag them on this page Select PDF files, jpg, bmp, GIF, jp2, jpeg, pbm,
pcx, pgm, png, ppm, tga, tiff, wbmp Step 1 Select files from the computer , Google Drive, Dropbox, URL or dragging it on page Step 2 Select .doc or any other format that you need as a result (more than 10 text formats) Step 3 Click Recognize, and you can download your recognized text file in Arabic
immediately after that This site uses its own and third-party cookies to develop statistical information, personalize your experience and show user advertising through viewing analysis of the exchange with our partners. Using Online-Convert, you agree to use cookies. Supported languages: Russian,
Ukrainian, Arabic, Azerbaijani, Azerbaijani - Cyrillic, Belarusian, Bengali, Bosnian, Bulgarian, Catalan; Valencia Valencia Czech, Chinese - simplified, Chinese - traditional, Cherokee, Welsh, Danish, German, Greek, Esperanto, Estonian, Basque, Persian, Finnish, French, German Fraktur, Irish, Gujarati,
Haitian; Haitian Creole, Hebrew, Croatian, Hungarian, Indonesian, Icelandic, Italian, Javanese, Japanese, Georgian, Georgian - old, Kazakh, Kyrgyz; Kyrgyz, Korean, Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Dutch; Flemish, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian; Moldovan, Slovakia, Slovenian, Spanish; Castile,
Spanish; Castile - Old, Serbian, Swedish, Syrian, Tajik, Thai, Turkish, Uzbek, Uzbek - Cyrillic, Vietnamese AboutNewOCR.com is a free online OCR (optical character recognition) service, can analyze text in any image file that you upload and then convert text from image to text, which you can easily edit
on Your computer FeaturesUnlimited uploadsNo registration requiredKeeps your data safe and secure (all your files will be deleted from the server)Based on Tesseract OCR engine122 recognition languages and fonts supportMulty-language recognitionThematic equations Layout analysis (multi-short text
recognition)Selection area per page for OCRPage rotation: 90, 180 Different ways of displaying and processing as a result of textDownload as fileEdit in Google DocsTranslate using Google Translate or Bing TranslatorPublish online (Pastie.com or Pastebin.com)Copy clipboardSupports poorly scanned
and photographed pages supports low-resolution images of low-resolution file formatsJPEGPE , JFIF, PNG, GIF, BMP, PBM, PGM, PPM, PCXCompressed files: Unix compress, bzip2, bzip, gzipMulti page documents: TIFF, PDF, DjVuDOCX, ODT files with imagesMultiple images in file format qIP
ArchiveOutputOutputPlain text (TXT)Microsoft Word (DOC)Adobe Acrobat (PDF) AfrikaansAmharicArabicAssaese ValencianCebuanoCzechChinese - SimplifiedChinese - SimplifiedChinese - Simplified (vertical)Chinese - Traditional -- Traditional
(vertical)CherokeeWelshDanishDanishDanishFengGermanGerman FrakturDzongkhaGreek, Modern (1453-)EnglishEngland, Medium (1100-1500)EsperantoMat / Equation Detection ModuleEstonianBasquePersianFinnishFrenchFrankishFrench, Medium (ca.1400-1600)IrishGalicianGreek, Ancient (up to
1453)GujarjaratianHaitianati Haitian CreoleHebrewHindiCroatianHungarianInuktitutIndonesianIcelandicItalianItalianItalian - OldJavaneseJapaneseJapanese (vertical)KannadaGeorgianGeorgian - OldKazCentrakhal KhmerKirghiz; KyrgyzKorei (vertical)KurdishKurdish FlemishNorvegiyanOchchitan (post
1500)OriaPanjabi; PunjabiPolisPortuguesPusto; Pashto KechuaRomanyan; Moldovan; Moldovan Russian SanskritInhala; Sinhalizlaslovaslovskiy FrakturslovensionIndhiPanish; CastilianSpanish; Castile - - - LatinSundaneseSwahiliSwedishSyriacTatartataruguTajikTagalogTay TigrinyaTongaTurkishUygur;
UygureinyanUrduUzbekUzbek - Kirill Vietnamseidishuruba Arab first appeared on the Arabian continent in the northwestern part. The root of the language dates back to 1200-1000 BC. It is the official language in 26 countries, mainly located in the Middle East; Such as Saudi Arabia, Jordan, the United
Arab Emirates and so on. Although there are two types of formal Arabic that are standard and classical Arabic, both include the same vocabulary with slight differences in grammatical structure. Unlike many other languages, Arabic is read and written from right to left. Left. convert pdf to word arabic text
online
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